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Self-Motion Mechanism
Products
Self-motion techniques will revolutionize motions in the Third Millennium.
Our motion mechanism will find applications in many areas, including,
Medical, Aeronautics, Robotics, Transportation, Industrial Movers, and Toys.

Product-Line 1: Medical
Human-Motion-Belts
These are self-contained belts with two small motors, a battery pack, and a switch. Offset masses
on the motors’ shafts produce mechanical pulses that innervate the muscles to induce forward
motion of the human body. The motors are placed near the hip joints, and when activated at the
proper frequency, the motors act as giant neuromuscular junctions. The pulses generated by the
motors bypass the nervous system to activate the muscles.

Limb Activators
Artificial limbs and deadened limbs can be activated directly with mechanical pulses generated
by two, or more, small dc motors. No gears, shafts, pulleys, linkages or other mechanical devices
are required to activate the limbs. Just as in nature, the pulses are directly converted into motion
in one step.

Surgical Equipment
Undesirable backlash or slack in surgical equipment can be eliminated with the self- motion
mechanism, which emulates the antagonistic action of the muscles.

Mechanically Moved Muscle Models
We know that muscles produce motion, but no one knows exactly how. Every biology classroom
can use a mechanical- muscle- model that moves. The muscles’ contraction in length and
expansion in diameter coupled with the periodic pulses generated by the nervous system are
combined in a simple mechanical model to emulate the mind-body system.

Product-Line 2: Aeronautics
Modified Propellers for STOL operation
See how the self- motion mechanism can induce controlled motion at much lower RPM than with
standard propellers. This will be ideal for Short Take Off and Landing and similar operations.
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Product-Line 3: Robotics
Robots
To date, no robots move naturally. Legged robots are clumsy and robots-on-wheels are not true
robots. Even using the most advanced computers and electronics, robots continue to be awkward.
The problem is not in the brain of the robots, but in the mechanism responsible for natural
motions. Self- motion mechanism is an ideal solution to robotic activation.

Product-Line 4: Transportation
Drive Assist Modules (DAMs)
Combining man’s great invention, the wheel, with nature’s self- motion mechanism will open up
possibilities never imagined before. How efficient will the Drive Assist Modules be? Consider
this. The most sophisticated engineering attempts to emulate the performance of a whale, a
dolphin, a bee, or a bird have failed. The self- motion mechanism opens up doors for greater
safety.

Product-Line 5: Industrial Mass Movers
Container Movers
The power plant in self- motion is a small fraction of the total weight. Structures and payloads
can be made to contribute to momentum than to merely retard the motion. A self contained selfmotion belt, or two separate motors attached separately to the sides of a container, chassis, or
structure can move the masses. The self- motion drives can move hundreds of times heavier
masses. The self- motion drives are ideal for use in warehouses, ships, airports, and
manufacturing facilities.

Product-Line 6: Toys
Children and adults will want to own, see and feel toys that move with the self- motion
mechanism. Here, you will see how nature converts energy to motion in one step. Put life in your
old and frozen toys with our PowerBelts for Toys and watch the toys move directly on their bare
feet, shoes, boots, skis, or skates. Place an interchangeable PowerBelt around the waist of an old
Barbie, GI Joe, Wrestler, and watch the toys sprint, scurry, dash, scoot, ski, skate, slide, glide,
slither, and undulate. Use several PowerBelts and have contests, competitions and marathons
between your and your friends’ favorite toys. Depending on the material of the construction,
some toys can be set to walk, stride, stroll, meander, and roam around the kitchen, hallway,
walkway, or backyard just like humans or pets.
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